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W

elcome to the 2010 Edition of Catalyst. More
than ever, economic indicators suggest that business survival will be dependent on efficiency, automation and agility. It is an exciting time to be in
technology in Tennessee.
It is also exciting to be a part of the Nashville Technology
Council. As we enter our second decade, the Council is stronger than ever and well positioned for continued growth and to
provide strong, value added services to our 400 (and growing)
member companies. We continue to listen and concentrate on key
areas that our members tell us are important. Through targeted
events and programming, networking opportunities, professional
training and workforce development, the NTC remains a key
connector to major industries that call middle Tennessee home.
I am honored to work with great leaders. We have purposefully
grown and expanded our Board of Directors to ensure we have
diverse executive leadership from member companies large and
small. We are also fortunate to have an incredible staff. Tod Fetherling and his staff are the heartbeat of the Council and work tire-

lessly to serve and expand the boundaries of the tech community.
It is also important that we invest in the future. I’m thrilled to
tell you that the NTC was instrumental in the creation of two
charitable funds to support the community and build for the
future. One fund targets scholarship assistance for students entering the technology field. The other fund endows technology
initiatives that benefit the Middle Tennessee community. We are
pleased to partner with The Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee to
oversee these funds and broaden their
boundaries.
The future is bright for Nashville, for
Tennessee and for the Nashville Technology Council. Onward and upward
into a new decade of service.

Andy Flatt
Board Chair,
Nashville Technology Council

Writer:
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Proof Reading:
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Locally, we have seen multiple investments recently by TNInvestcos including: TrakLok, Goba, New Day Pharmacy and onFocus Healthcare. The local capital market looks brighter, but is it
enough to sustain the whole state? Only time will tell.
“We are seeing an increase in the total number of companies
funded at early stages and that is the purpose of the TNInvestco
Program,” said Vic Gatto, Partner at Solidus-TNInvestco. “Companies getting funding include healthcare, biotech, music, and
technology, which are a good signs for the long term direction of
our local startup community.”

TN Investcos Profiles

Council & Enhanced Tennessee Fund, LLC
Council & Enhanced Tennessee Fund, LLC (C&E) is a Nashville-based investment partnership focused on building seed and
early-stage, transformational businesses in Tennessee. Council Ventures and Enhanced Capital Partners established C&E to
partner with entrepreneurs in pursuing innovative, high growth
market opportunities. Over the past two decades, C&E’s affiliates
have built a proven investment performance track record and have
demonstrated a strong, continuing commitment to supporting
Tennessee-based businesses. The investment committee of C&E
consists of Dennis Bottorff, Katie Gambill, Andrew Paul and Michael Korengold.

in
Spend some time getting to know the business
community in Nashville and you will soon see that there
is a strong, and growing entrepreneurial spirit. In 2008, Commissioners Matt Kisber and Regan Farr with input from TTDC and
help from local venture capitalists (VCs), began a dialogue with
the Tennessee General Assembly about ways to spark early stage
funding. Legislation was created to form TN Investcos.
The initial investments included six organizations. The state
included added four more organizations later in 2010 for a total
of ten. The state has offered a total of $200 million in gross premium tax credits for future years use to insurance companies that
invest in companies qualified by the State of Tennessee as a “TNInvestco”. The TNInvestcos have sold the future years tax credits
for up-front capital to invest in Tennessee businesses. The TNInvestco program is administratively housed in the Department of
Economic and Community Development.
How the program works:
“In addition to having a strong track record of investment performance, Commissioners Kisber and Farr said the TNInvestco
funds were chosen for their ability to mentor and advise small
companies toward long term success.”
For Tennessee small and start-up businesses to qualify to receive
investment funds from a TNInvestco, a business must meet the
following requirements.
• The business must be independently owned and operated.
• The business must be headquartered in Tennessee; its principal business operations must be located in Tennessee, and at least
60% of its employees must be located in Tennessee.
• The business must not be principally engaged in professional
accounting, medical, or legal services; banking or lending; real
6

tennessee
estate development; insurance; oil and gas exploration; or direct
gambling services.
• Additionally, demonstration of a high-growth potential will
be an important qualification for receipt of funding.
• The business must employ no more than 100 employees.
Once a business qualifies to receive investment funds, it may
continue receiving funds so long as it continues to be headquartered and principally operated in Tennessee with at least 60% of
its employees located in Tennessee.
Nationwide, it appears venture capital investments are seeing an
upgrade of their own — a 13% increase in investments was made
in Q1 2010 alone according to a Mashable article quoting Dow
Jones Venture Source. In all markets except Europe, VC seems
to be slowly crawling up from the all-time lows of the recession.
An earlier report that confirmed VCs were getting more funds
than they had received since the beginning of the 2008 market
crash. Would this recovery trickle down to investments in tech
startups. This report from Dow Jones gives us more cause for optimism — while Q1 2010 amounts and deals are not as rosy as the
figures seen in Q4 2009, year-over-year numbers show a definite
if modest rise.
Not only are VCs’ funds being replenished, they are also making more deals than they were in previous quarters. Globally, 919
VC deals were inked in Q1 2010 totalling $7 billion. The U.S.
market accounted for the majority of both deals made (65% of the
worldwide total) and dollars invested (67%).
The data show that in the U.S., tech deals account for more
of the total than other types of investments, and that the trend
toward smaller, more cautious dollar amounts for financing
rounds continues.
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Innova Fund II, LP
Innova is a pre-seed, seed and early-stage investor focused
on starting and funding high-growth companies in the biosciences, technology and agbio fields across the state of Tennessee.
Through its relationship with the Memphis Bioworks Foundation,
Innova provides entrepreneurs with access to incubator facilities,
training and mentoring, industry networks and seasoned executives. Innova’s investment team of Ken Woody, Jan Bouten and
Barham Ray has a combined 23 years of investment experience
and more than 75 years of industry experience.

Limestone Fund
Limestone Fund is located in Nashville, TN. and will invest
throughout Tennessee in early-stage life sciences and technology companies targeting patients and consumers. The principals
of the fund are Joe Cook, Jr., Joe Cook, III, Steve Singleton and
Byron Smith.

MB Venture Partners
MB Venture Partners was founded in 2001 by Gary Stevenson
and J.R. “Pitt” Hyde in Memphis, TN. The Firm currently manages
$76 million dollars targeted to the medical device and biotechnology industries including three in-state start-ups: Memphis-based
GTx, Nashville-based BioMimetic Therapeutics and Knoxvillebased Protein Discovery. The Investment team comprises Gary
Stevenson, Stephen Snowdy, Ph.D. and Mike Sherman.

NEST-TN, LLC
NEST-TN is a seed and early-stage venture capital firm started
by Fran F. Marcum, Managing Partner of Marcum Capital of Tullahoma, Tenn. NEST-TN has a state-wide focus on companies
specializing in advanced manufacturing and materials, energy and
environmental “clean” technologies, and information and digital

media technologies. The NEST-TN team includes Fran F. Marcum, Cameron A. Newton, E. Brac Thoma, Richard A. Bendis,
Matthew A. Wiltshire, and Joseph P. Binkley III. NEST-TN is an
acronym for Networking Entrepreneurs, Seed capital, and Technology in Tennessee.

Solidus-TNInvestco
The principals of Solidus-TNInvestco have worked as venture
capitalists in Tennessee for the last 24 years, investing in 47 seed
and early-stage companies. This activity has generated more than
20,000 jobs and attracted more than $300 million of capital into
Tennessee. Further, the principals are committed to finding promising entrepreneurs across the entire state, with current portfolio
company offices located in 11 different counties and plans to open
Solidus-TNInvestco investment offices in Memphis, Nashville,
Chattanooga and Oak Ridge. The principals for Solidus-TNInvestco include Townes Duncan and Vic Gatto.

Tennessee Angel Fund
Tennessee Angel Fund is a statewide angel co-investment fund.
Tennessee Angel Fund leverages the experience, expertise and
capital of a network of angel investors to grow Tennessee-based
early stage companies. The fund is managed by a group of committed investors representing Scenic City Angel Partners, Nashville Capital Network and other individual investors and informal
angel groups throughout the state.

Tennessee Community Venture Fund LLC
Tennessee Community Venture Fund LLC (TNCV) is a venture
capital investment firm located in Nashville, Tn. TNCV focuses on
technology transfer, seed and early stage investment opportunities
across industry sectors, paying particular attention to leading-edge
technology-enabled products and services that will ultimately improve or transform their industries. The TNCV investment team
includes Eric Satz, William Guttman, William Hagerty, John Hopkins from the University of Tennessee Research Foundation, and
Eduardo Rallo from Pacific Community Ventures and has more
than 60 years experience founding, identifying, investing in and
raising follow-on capital for high-growth companies.

Tri-Star Technology Ventures
Tri-Star Technology Ventures is a venture firm located in Nashville, Tn. that concentrates primarily on founding and investing
in companies emerging from America’s top research institutions.
The fund will target investments in health care, broadly defined
to include: biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, personalized medicine, medical devices, health care IT and health care services. The
founding venture partners are Harry Jacobson, MD, Christopher
Rand, CFA and Brian Laden, Ph.D.

XMi High Growth Development Fund, LLC
XMi High Growth Development Fund, LLC is a certified TNInvestco applicant with operations in Nashville (XMi Holdings) and
Chattanooga (The Lupton Company). Our team of experienced
and successful operators, investors and mentors coupled with
XMi’s back office support for entrepreneurs will create above market returns for the State. The investment managers in XMi High
Growth Development Fund are Michael Schmerling, James Phillips, Thomas Cigarran, and Steven Gerringer. C
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Mind

“It’s been a wild, fun,
and exciting two years.”
- Sandy Ponder

I

“It’s been a wild, fun, and exciting two years,” Sandy Ponder said
of her role as Executive Director of Mind2Marketplace. Mind2Marketplace (M2M) is a new umbrella
organization serving the larger middle
Tennessee region as a connector, facilitator, and resource for educators, technology businesses, and entrepreneurs. Only
a few years old, the organization is already ahead of its goals. Despite the difficult economy, M2M completed its three
year plan in only one and a half years and
it continues to forge ahead. The idea
for the organization came from Tennessee Congressman Gordan, chair of the
Congressional Committee on Science
and Technology. He saw the potential in
the region comprised of Nashville’s technology industries, NASA to the south
in Huntsville, Alabama, and Oak Ridge
National Laboratories in Eastern Tennessee, and questioned what was being done
to connect these areas together. Since
8

M2M’s formation in 2007, the goal has been to “align resources
and assets so the region as a whole can be branded as a strong
technology area,” said Ponder. The organization functions under
the idea of connecting people and organizations to the great
resources which already exist rather than create redundancy.
Through committees, roundtable meetings, rural outreach, and
the large annual meeting with the Tennessee Valley Corridor,
M2M gives individuals the freedom to talk about and seek solutions to business problems and develop strategic plans to meet
these challenges. In the next three to five years M2M seeks to
help middle Tennessee to become known for science and technology. They plan to accomplish this by holding regional events
targeting new industries and technologies, provide the connections and resources to rural communities, and continue to provide resources to entrepreneurs. Judging by their early successes,
Mind2Marketplace is sure to become a presence in the larger
middle Tennessee region helping companies and individuals develop the technology environment. C

Advertised Jobs in Middle TN
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Technology
Transfer

C

hristopher D. McKinney, Director of Office of Technology Transfer and Enterprise Development (OTTED), is
the first to admit that much of what his office does on
a day to day basis is ‘in the weeds’ the mundane, detail-oriented
work. However, it is work that brings technological innovations
at Vanderbilt University into the marketplace. The journey from
lab bench to bedside or bench to marketplace can be a long one
with many potential pitfalls. “I would not say that we are the
bridge that gets them across, but we do help with that transaction. Our work is more than translating the science into a product.
It is managing all the transactions along the way,” said McKinney.
As director, McKinney runs the office, stays in touch with the
community, helps keep the office focused on the University’s priorities, and is everybody’s assistant. “With my background in technology transfer I get to be there for everybody else and be a part
of their team. It’s a lot of fun,” said McKinney. The office evaluates the commercial potential and patentability of new intellectual property, prosecutes patents, registers copyrights, negotiates
agreements, and assists the start-up companies that emerge from
the research. “We are life cycle players,” said McKinney. Faculty
members are their primary constituents and, in addition, they
work with the administration, industry, and investors as well as

the public sector and the community. “People are often surprised
to hear that our main target and focus is on our faculty. We can
only help industry if the faculty is supported.”, That is one of the
reasons that inventors receive 40-50% of the licensing income.
As a university-based technology transfer organization, it is clear
that the mission of the office varies from other organizations that
help research get to the marketplace. “Our mission is part of the
university’s – teaching, service, research, and patient care. As a university, the goal is to advance knowledge- knowledge is more than
a means to an end of a product- it is also an end in and of itself.”
Vanderbilt University is a huge research engine, therefore the
office has a list of licensing factors that it reviews to determine
what innovations it will support; inventor engagement, meaningful market potential, commercially-relevant and protectable,
alignment with the academic mission, a positive impact on society, and favorable compliance considerations. Read180, now marketed by Scholastic books is one such innovation that came out
of Peabody College. It’s a reading intervention program that addresses the obvious, but previously ignored problem, of students
passing through lower elementary school without having learned
how to read. “It’s great to see that what we can do to help change
people’s lives,” said McKinney. C

MARKETING

I

the creative source

nteractive: it’s the new trend in marketing and the word
by which Nicholas Holland defines his company, Centresource. According to Holland, “interactive integrates marketing, technology, and business.” Centresource, an interactive
agency, was built with the freedom to traverse in these three
areas to effectively and efficiently help companies accomplish
their business goals.
Holland, whose background is in finance and informational systems, started up the company with the intention of having an IT
services firm and within two years he sold that venture and developed a web design firm. While operating the web design firm, he
discovered what businesses needed was a way to compel people
both online and off. Companies were left having to choose either the route of traditional marketing, which largely overlooked
the importance of web design, or focus on web design at the risk
of fragmenting their brand and neglecting print marketing. Holland questioned why both paths couldn’t be combined into one
comprehensive marketing approach while helping the business
achieve their underlying goals.
He jumped on the opportunity to make his web design firm
something more to meet the needs of the business community.
According to Holland, since this shift 4 years ago, “the success has
been fantastic.” Everything they look at runs through three funnels: technology, marketing, and business. “When developing the
technology aspect we question its usability and how it cordinates

with the overall business and marketing strategies. When formating the materials we look at the business criteria,” said Holland
When Centresource was just starting, they developed interactive plans for non-profits. This led Centresource into the education field and now also operates in the commercial environment.
Honoring their roots with non-profits, Centresource develops
four major non-profits websites a year for free. “We don’t delineate by industry or size of company,” said Holland. “We work with
anyone who recognizes that interactive is a strategic advantage”.
What’s around the corner for this fast growing interactive
agency? Holland’s goals are simple as they want to continue to
grow and maintain healthy metrics-indicators of a strong, efficient
company. “So far everything is in line and we grew by 30% in the
last year,” said Holland. Beyond growth and keeping the business
running smoothly-understandable concerns for a start-up Holland
and his company members want to continue to do what Holland
calls “interesting work.” According to Holland, “interesting work
for us is when clients mesh disciplines together and bring all the
tools they have to bear to have a real world impact.” The team at
Centresource has a ‘you dream it, we build it’ attitude. “We love
it when a client comes in with a strong vision and we get to feel
like we are a part of something bigger. We do our best work and
get to judge our success by the resulting impact on the company’s
success. We want to do interesting work-things that people care
about,” said Holland. C

Nashville

Technology Council
Calendar of events
October 28, 2010
Nashville Technology Awards
November 2, 2010
David Allan – Get Things Done

November 4, 2010
Contingency Planning Symposium
of the Southeast
December 14, 2010
Holiday Party – Cabana
January 2011
Membership Breakfast

February 2011
Roundtable
May 2011
Technology Nashville
August 2011
Naked Hospital
September 2011
InfoSec
For more information, visit
www.technologycouncil.com

SOCIAL
MEDIA

Facebook – 500+ Million LinkedIn – 100+ Million
Twitter – 75+ Million (1 billion tweets and counting)

f you think social media (blogs, Facebook, Twitter etc.) are a
passing trend in the corporate world, think again. It’s time you
give social media a serious look and consider its role in marketing and communication. We interviewed Kate O’Neill, Dave
Delaney, and Michael Hyatt all known for their avid use of social
media. We came armed with questions and they told us what has
worked well for the size and industry of their company and offered advice on how to be successful in this emerging arena.

Kate O’Neil:

Founder, Partner and CEO of MetaMarketer
Company: MetaMarketer is a new web marketing, services and
Strategy company with a focus on search engine optimization
(SEO) and the optimized web experience.
Use of Social Media:
Twitter: 1,668 followers; Facebook: 226 likes
Social Media Philosophy: Character driven marketing and
relevant conversation.
While her company is still young, social media is nothing new to
Kate; she has been blogging since the late 90’s. “It is an expansive
way to connect with people and share ideas like I had been doing
with list-serves previously,” said Kate. She also used blogging as a
sounding board while in the process of starting up MetaMarketer
and determining the culture that she wanted to create. Kate continues to blog both personally and for MetaMarketer. In addition, she
uses Facebook and Twitter as a means of authentically representing
the company online and keeping the conversation open.”I recognize that not every post, tweet and status update can be relevant
to everyone all the time, but I am driven by relevance,” said Kate.
Relevance, to Kate is the means by which an online community is
developed. “I enjoy the community aspect of collecting feedback- I
don’t want an echo chamber,” said Kate. Being timely and transparent has its challenges for any company. “Since we are a client
services company, a lot of what we do is not for public sharing. So
the challenge becomes how I can abstract out something meaningful and relevant without sharing client specific information. I want
to express truthful, honest thoughts and offer a window into the
business but be respectful of private information,” said Kate.
Advice: Pay attention to your audience. Focus on the relevance.
To whom you are speaking? Who is already a part of the conversation? Don’t be afraid to be authentic and transparent.

Dave Delaney:

Social Media Coordinator for Griffin Technologies
Company: Griffin Technologies designs and manufactures accessories for personal computing and digital media with a focus
on apple products.
Use of social media:
Twitter: 11,081 followers; Facebook: 3,383 likes
Social Media Philosophy: A cocktail party that complements
marketing, PR, and customer support.
“Social Media is a big cocktail party with conversations constantly going on everywhere. You just have to jump on in- there
are no barriers to entry. Your competitors are likely already in-

volved in the space, to be viable you have to be there ,” said Dave
whose take on social media is playful and very interactive. When
Dave came to Griffin two years ago he started up their social media from scratch and began with Twitter. “I looked into what others were talking about and joined the conversation,” said Dave,
who has in some ways, become the voice of the company. Dave
also manages multiple social media accounts for the company including a blog “What I do- interfacing with customer and those
who are interested in following the company and our products fits
well with marketing/ promotions, public relations and customer
service,” said Dave. He keeps up with what the customers are interested in, lets them know what new products are coming out
and general facilitates community. “It’s a constant casual, friendly
conversation with our customers.”
Advice: Start slow and listen before you speak. Be realistic
about what you can keep up with. For a corporate blog, blog for
three months before you go live. You want to have a plan and
make sure that you are consistent with it. Do a Twitter search to
see what is already being talked about so that you are contributing
to the conversation that is already going on.

Michael Hyatt:

Michael Hyatt is Chairman and CEO of
Thomas Nelson Publishers
Company: Thomas Nelson Publishing
Social Media use: Twitter:
85,911 followers; Facebook: 4,205 likes
Social Media Philosophy: Leverage, expand, and amplify the
power of networking.
While social media can be seen as a fun addition to a company it
is also a serious marketing tool that customers expect a company to
have. Thomas Nelson Publishing recognizes that in order to maintain relevance as a publishing corporation they must connect with
the public on certain platforms. “If we are to transition successfully
into the digital age, we must encourage our people to engage in
and experiment with social media,” said Hyatt. Thomas Nelson
Publishing, besides having outlets such as a Facebook and Twitter
for updates on the company also has a wealth of blogs written by
employees. “We want to encourage our team to blog about our
company, our products, and our work. Our goal is three-fold:
• To raise the visibility of our company,
• To make a contribution to our industry, and
• To give the public a look at what goes on within a real live
publishing company.
We encourage employees to write as themselves and to write
about things that interest them. Even when they don’t write about
‘work’, they develop personality and credibility,” said Hyatt.
Advice: If you see engaging in social media as simply one more
thing you must add to an already overwhelming list of responsibilities, it won’t happen. Blogging, Twitter, or Facebook, can’t
simply be another add-on activity. Instead, you have to see the
use of social media as an integral part of your job. It has to be a
tool that enables you to accomplish your work more effectively
and more efficiently. C
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Transact

Ed Braswell’s latest venture is edo interactive

and through it he is shaping the look of digital and mobile advertising. Founded in 2007, the company creates digital marketing
opportunities by utilizing existing payment platforms and social
networks. It is non-traditional advertising at its most effective. The
company started with the concept of millennial marketing- marketing and advertising to a generation who likes brands, but do not
respond to traditional marketing. “So much of advertising is still
traditional- print, television, radio- we want to bring 21st century
advertising into the 21st century,” said Braswell.
edo interactive has responded by building on brand loyalty
through loading digital coupons onto pre-paid debit and even
credit cards. The customer is notified about the coupon on their
mobile device through emails or text messages. The coupon is redeemed simply by purchasing the product with the pre-paid debit
or credit card. The benefits are two-fold- to the consumer and the
advertiser. Consumers are provided with deals on their favorite
products and can purchase the product with their usual card. The
savings are then directly transmitted without the embarrassment
or inconvenience of traditional paper coupons. “For a company
one of the great things is that they can track the number of redemptions of the discounts easily, proving the capabilities and effectiveness,” said Braswell. While only 3 years old, edo interactive
has already developed relationships with many national banks including Fifth Third and has partnered with 70 of the top 250 national advertisers. “We are excited to be in middle TN and to have
the financial support of local venture capital. This has enabled us
to expand both regionally and nationally,” said Braswell. C

“FEEL THE BEAT”
TECHNOLOGY AWARDS

We are excited to shine the spotlight on
those companies and individuals who
continue to contribute to Nashville’s
reputation as a center for technology.

2010 Winners
CIO of the Year— Gary Seay
CTO of the Year — Eric Harrison
CISO of the Year — Bill Dieringer
Innovator of the Year — Tim Smith
IT Student of the Year — Matthew Lefavor
Volunteer of the Year — John Kepley
Social Media/Blogger of the Year — Scott Gordon
Software Programmer/Engineer of the Year
— Nicholas Williams
Green Organization of the Year — LetterLogic
Start-up Company of the Year — Taigan
Lifetime Achievement — Tom Stephenson
Technology Organization of the Year
— Ardent Health Services

2009 Winners
CIO of the Year— Noel Williams — HCA
Innovator of the Year— Sal Novin— Linnaeus

IT Student of the Year— Hank Carter— Belmont University
Volunteer of the Year— Chris Beck— HP
Lifetime Achievement— David Contra— Dalcon
Social Media/ Blogger of the Year— Rex Hammock— Hammock Inc.
Software Programmer/ Engineer of the Year—
Chip Hayner— centre{source}
Green Organization of the Year— Nissan North America
Start-up Company of the Year— CredenceHealth
Technology Organization of the Year—
HCA Healthcare

INNOVATORS

“

T

iRobot
a robot that learns

echnology comes in waves and every seven to ten years
you see a game changer, this is game changing technology,” said Hob Wubbena, Director of Marketing for
Universal Robotics. Neocortex is the technology he is referring
to- technology that enables a robot to learn from its environment.
The company sprung up out of a technology innovation at Vanderbilt University in the engineering department. Vanderbilt Professor and CTO of Universal Robotics, Alan Peters, isolated the
process of natural learning and confined it to a mathematical expression. Alan’s brother David Peters, CEO of Universal Robotics,
leveraged his own experience in film production financing and the
business of intellectual property to take the project from a laboratory to a working product and company.
Neocortex fits within Automated Intelligence- the next wave in
robotic intelligence after Artificial Intelligence commonly known
as A.I. With A.I. every move that the robot makes comes from
a decision tree that has already been thought out before hand
by engineers. In contrast, Automated Intelligence allows robots
to learn on the fly, directly from their environment allowing for
greater depth and breadth of usability than ever before imagined.
Naturally the next step was equipping the robots with good 3D
vision in which to experience the environment. Vision experts in
the Universal Robotics’ research and development lab have created 3D vision- called Spatial Vision- using web cams. “Imagine a
robot painting a car part. Right now the process is automated, but

14

the robot wastes gallons of paint because it has been programmed
to overspray the products as they pass by on the conveyor belt to
ensure full coverage. What if the robot could learn the cadence
and size of the product? That is what we can perform with neocortex and 3D vision-a smarter robot,” said Wubenna.
Universal Robotics, formed in 2008, has spent the last two years
developing this technology into a usable product for market. A
current partnership with Yaskawa (formerly Motorman) focuses
on the materials handling market in the first application for the
program. Injuries in the workplace are common in this industry
and there is a need for automated robots that can work in an unstructured environment where boxes may be mangled or pallets
not perfectly stacked. “From an operations perspective we have
been able to pull together the right resources and talent to solve
an interesting problem. This is a great solution that solves a legitimate problem in industry,” said David Peters. The program is
not hardware specific and can be retrofitted onto robotic systems.
Universal Robotics plans to expand into both new products and
new markets. Within the materials handling market they hope to
automate forklifts. Future markets for Neocortex include any industry where there is a danger to the people working-such as mining. “We are seeing a market pull for the technology rather than a
technology push,” said David Peters. “We are having a blast. We
work with an outstanding team- and the robots are pretty friendly
too,” said Wubbena. C
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TRAKLOK
GLOBAL

SHIPPING

I

www.traklok.com

It was a riverfront view from his office that inspired Eric Dobson, Ph.D. to start up Traklok, a company with a unique product in the global shipping industry. Dobson was a government
scientist working at the Charleston Navy base on geographic databases who had worked his way
up to a senior position that came
with an office with a view. Day after day from his riverfront office he
saw cargo ships roll up and down
the river and wondered who was
keeping track of all of that cargo
and how it was kept secure. His
passing thoughts lead to research,
research to conversations with
shipping lines, conversations to
product development, and before
long he had developed Traklok, a
company that served as TNinvestco’s first investment (see pg 6 for a closer look at TNInvestcos).
Traklok provides the global shipping industry with two essentials: real physical security and the knowledge of where in the
world their cargo is right now.
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“I broke the rules in a sense,” confesses Dobson. “I found out
what the clients wanted and developed a platform to do it.” His
unconventional business strategy has allowed him to develop a
product with a strong value proposition. Dobson’s product is coming at a key time in the shipping
industry. Before September 11,
2001, cargo security was not a top
priority and RFID (radio frequency
identification) was the simple standard for tracking. However, Post
9-11, the need changed. Companies required knowledge regarding
both “where and how their cargo
was,” Dobson said. The industry
is ripe for technology and he is
fulfilling the need with a tailormade product.
Having designed the product
based on the input of industry experts, Dobson has experienced
little to no barriers to entry in the industry. While his company
is still small today, Dobson’s long range plans are quite large- to
change the global commerce. C

“I broke the
rules in a
sense.”
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Nashville’s

T

Next Big Hit

The next number one hit out of Nashville is likely to be of the
healthcare type, not the vinyl type. Nashville is well positioned
to be the leader in Health Information Technology (HIT) over
the next 5-10 years. Nashville has long been called the Silicon
Valley of Healthcare and today with a large number of corporations headquartered here from hospitals to surgery centers, the
market now equates to $30B of annual GDP according to the
Nashville Healthcare Councils’ latest economic impact study.
We have the talent, funding, and expertise in Nashville. Is
now the time for the next big hit to run up the charts?
Experts at our local hospital companies have been integrating
virtually every healthcare platform for the past 30 years. Every
time they do an acquisition, they integrate both financials and
clinicals. They integrate physician data and practice management systems. We have more experience than any other city at
this task. As evidenced recently through local meetings including
Naked Hospital and the HIT Workforce Summit with the Nashville Health Care Council, Nashville is rich in healthcare talent
and there is a great deal of interest in this topic at all levels.
So what is Healthcare Information Technology? To most
of the industry it is defined as the Electronic Medical Record
(EMR). An EMR provides a “patient” centric view of the patient
data from both a clinical and financial perspective. It allows the
physician, nurse, and other ancillary departments to conduct
care and capture this information for purposes of caring for the
patient first and foremost and secondly, to bill for the patient
services consumed while in the hospital.
The main companies that provide these technologies today
are Cerner, Meditech, McKesson, Epic, and Nashville-based
Healthcare Management Systems (HMS). There are hundreds
of other companies that provide add-ons and other packages for
integrating specialized medicine into the EMR including laboratory, radiology/imaging, medical records, emergency departments, registration, document management, and many more.
While the systems that physicians use are equally important
to the delivery of care in the practice, these systems are typically referred to as Practice Management Systems.
Where this gets interesting over the next 5-10 years is where
we are heading with relationship to interoperability for the health-

care community. Recently, more and more hospitals have been
working with physicians, payers, and pharmacies to integrate the
community health records together. In some communities, these
are called Health Information Exchanges (HIEs) and Regional
Health Information Organizations (RHIOs) in others. In addition, the healthcare community and the federal government have
begun talking about ACO – Accountable Care Organizations.
The goal of the HIE or RHIO is the same – to share healthcare information for purposes of the greater good of the community. Never has the “community” been such an important
part of the healthcare equation. In this new dynamic, there will
be two new acronyms to add to EMR discussions: Electronic
Health Record (EHR) and Personal Health Records (PHR). In
theory, EHR will be synonymous with the HIE. Both consumers and medical professionals will direct content and medical
records into the EHR via interfaces from their clinical and financial systems to a regional repository.
The PHR will do the same task for the consumers and it will
allow us to add information and content about our present
health status to the network. This could be very informative
for both wellcare and healthcare. Today, if you are a healthy
individual, there is very little health information captured about
you and this is a huge opportunity for someone to figure out.

The Community Model
PHR 1 EHR 1 EMR

So if you are thinking this stuff sounds pretty complicated, it
is. There are billions of dollars at stake in market share for the
leading providers of HIT. To complicate matters more, we have
a national shortage of workers who can vertically integrate medical records from the hospital, physician, pharmacy, home health,
nursing homes, surgery centers, and the consumer themselves.
So, it is not a pure technology play, but also a human play, if we
are going to be able to solve this problem in the next decade.
The future is quite uncertain and questions about when the
consumer will benefit remains unanswered, but one thing is for
certain, change is here. Will Nashville take advantage of this
huge opportunity to lead the nation in HIT? Let’s hope so. C
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The Top 100
I
www.parentalhealth.co m

Imagine hiring an in-home nurse for your aging parent.
MISTY™ checks vitals every morning like temperature and blood
pressure and makes sure the day’s medications are administered.
She monitors indicators for common diseases such as diabetes and
heart problems. She updates an electronic health record and sends
it to physicians. She orders medical supplies that are delivered directly to the home. MISTY™ is connected with a 24/7 support
network of nurses with the clinical expertise to coordinate care for
everything from an upset stomach to a life-threatening emergency.
Imagine your parent having a social coordinator, keeping your
parent connected to family and faith groups. She readily reports
details of your parent’s health and daily activities. She sends emails
and text messages to grandchildren and records video messages to
post on a secure Web site. Imagine all this and more from a single
touch-screen television.
MISTY™ is the breakthrough solution from Parental Health,
LLC that allows parents to “age in place”. It is a central tool placed
in the home to facilitate daily health monitoring. MISTY is always
connected through the Internet to verify seniors are responsibly
managing their personal health, have a quick and reliable outlet to
emergency help and stay in frequent communication with family.

Technology Companies
The Top 100 Technology Companies were selected based on the
following criteria: Headquartered in Tennessee, Innovation in their
industry segment, have created a technology product (software, web,
biotech, etc), and for the engagement and contribution to the
Nashville technology community.

Dalcon Communication Systems, Inc.
Technology Products and Services
David Condra
www.dalcon.com
Decision Source, Inc.
Technology Products and Services
Major Wang
www.decisionsource.com
Deepwell Software
Technology Products and Services
Guy Edwards
www.deepwell-software.com
Dell Computer Corporation
Technology Products and Services
Tony Rodefer
www.dell.com

Advanced Network Solutions
Technology Products and Services
Sonny Clark
www.ansolutions.com

CARREKER CORP
Computer Software
Joe Rowell
www.carreker.fiserv.com

Deloitte
Accounting Services
Larry Quinlan
www.deloitte.com

Aegis Sciences Corporation
Biotech
David L. Black, Ph.D., D-ABFT,
FAIC-President/CEO
www.aegissciences.com

CentreSource Inc.
eCommerce Company
Nicholas Holland
www.centresource.com

digiChart, Inc.
Technology Products and Services
Shelley Predmore
www.digichart.com

CIMPLIFY INC
Healthcare
Ralph D. Hildabrand
www.cimplify.net

Digital Crossing Networks
Technology Products and Services
Dennis Corley
www.digitalcrossing.net

Cleartrack Information Network
Technology Products and Services
Don Mabry
www.cleartrack.com

Digital Reasoning Systems
Technology Products and Services
Dorothy Currey
www.digitalreasoning.com

Coker
Tire Auto & Truck Accessories
Mr. Corky Coker, President
www.corkertire.com

DisastersNet
Computer Software
Franke, Tim
www.disastersnet.com

COMDATA CORP
Technology Products and Services
Todd Joseph
www.comdata.com

Dobie Media
Communications
Dobie, Bruce
www.dobiemedia.com

Community Health Systems (CHS)
Healthcare
Gary Seay
www.chs.net

DSi, Document Solutions, Inc.
Document and Storage Services
William Turner /Tom Turner, President
document-solutions.biz

Concept Technology, Inc.
Technology Products and Services
Len Prieskorn
www.concepttechnologyinc.com

edo Interactive, Inc.
Transactions
Ed Braswell
www.edointeractive.com

Conduit Corporation
Technology Products and Services
Ray Capp
www.conduitcorporation.com

Education Networks of America
Technology Products and Services
Dana Moore
www.ena.com

Connected Tennessee
Non-Profit
Michael Ramage
connectedtennessee.org

ElusiveMind
eCommerce Company
Michael Bagnall
www.elusivemind.com

Consensus Point
Technology Products and Services
Linda Rebrovick
www.consensuspoint.com

Emdeon
Healthcare
Damien Creavin
www.emdeon.com

Ctechnology
Non-Profit
Paul Van Hosen
www.ctechnology.org

eMids Technologies
Technology Products and Services
Saurabh Sinha
www.emids.com

Cumberland Pharmaceuticals
Biotech
A.J. Kazimi
www.cumberlandpharmaceuticals.com

Emma, Inc.
eCommerce Company
Clint Smith
myemma.com

Cybera Inc.
Technology Products and Services
Cliff Duffey
www.cybera.com

(continued on Page 22)

Airnet Group Inc./Smartech
Technology Products and Services
Averbeck, Jeff
www.airnetgroup.com
Asurion
Insurance
Kevin Taweel, CEO
www.asurion.com
Atiba Software LLC
Technology Products and Services
JJ Rosen
www.atiba.com
Avankia
Technology Products and Services
Reena Gupta President & CEO
www.avankia.com
Bank of New York Mellon
Banking
Samir Pandiri, CEO
www.bnymellon.com
Belmont Software Services
Technology Products and Services
Peter Hermann
www.belmont-ss.com
Biomemtics
BioTech
Sam Lynch, D.M.D., D.M.Sc.
www.biomimetics.com
BioThermatics
Biotech
Clark, Dennis
www.biothermatics.com
Bondware Inc.
Technology Products and Services
Tim Choate
www.bondware.com
Bridgestone/Firestone Inc.
Manufacturing
Dennis George
www.bridgestone.com
Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI)
Music Industry
Camellia Petty
www.bmi.com
bytes of knowledge
Technology Products and Services
Julie May
www.bytesofknowledge.com
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iElectronic
Health
Medical Records

emember when business executives didn’t have cell
phones, or emails? In the not too distant future similar
statements will be made about how doctors and nurses
perform their job without automated processes and
electronic records in hospitals. Healthcare Management Systems,
Inc. (HMS) is one of the Nashville-based Healthcare IT companies fueling the change. Thomas M. Stephenson, President and
CEO of HMS, has been with the company from its early stages
and has watched both the company and the industry evolve.
When Stephenson joined the company as a programmer just out
of college, there was little technology being used in the hospital
in terms of processes; everything was done manually. The switch
to automated processes began with the financial aspects of the
hospital such as billing and today, the focus has shifted to the
clinical side of things and automating those processes as well.
“The emphasis has shifted and HMS has evolved along with it”
said Stephenson.
When the company was still in its early stages, HMS benefited
from the close relationships they built with customers. “I would
design a program one day and the next, be testing it out in a hospital and receive immediate feedback. It was easy to make changes,” said Stephenson. As the company has grown and Stephenson
has moved up the ranks from programmer to senior management,
maintaining a strong connection with the customer and ensuring
that the program they are designing meets the customers’ needs
has always remained a focus.

“We try to maintain that closeness with the customer and the
individuals who actually use our product to do their work,” said
Stephenson. It goes both ways as it is helpful for HMS to see the
needs of the user as well as for HMS employees to see the bigger
picture of what they are a part. “Sometimes a programmer won’t
be able to see beyond the code that they are developing; we try to
provide opportunities for them to visit a hospital and see someone
using a system based on the code they helped develop. We have
a great mission and we try to communicate that to all of our employees so they can see the role they play in the company and
the meaning behind their work. Of course it can be hard work and
frustrating at times, but it is worth it,” said Stephenson.
The system HMS programmers design revolutionizes the
workflow of a hospital. Implementing the system requires a lot
of change for a hospital. Stephenson mentions that the social climate is poised for the change. “There is the generational evolution
- the young physicians and nurses who are now working in the
hospital expect technology as part of their work process. There
are also the older physicians, some who are resistant to the change
and others who embrace it,” said Stephenson.
George W. Griffith, M.D. is a physician who has fully embraced
the modern technology. Griffith has a family practice with the
Rockcastle Regional Hospital where the Computerized Physician
Order Entry (CPOE) system has been implemented. While he has
been working with the same paper system for 35 years, Griffith
has encouraged the change in the hospital. Griffith spoke candidly

HMS programmers design systems that revolutionizes the workflow of a hospital.
about the change in a video interview with HMS. “One night we
changed the whole system from a paper chart to an electronic system which at first I would say I felt it was a disaster… but I would
not go back, it’s much better than what we had before…error wise,
medication wise, information wise…across the board it’s a much
better system than the old paper charts,” Griffith said. Rockcastle
Hospital is an example of the success of the HMS system. “Our
products are successful when the value is communicated and evident to the hospital staff. It is most effective when the senior leadership is on board- both the C- level executive and the senior physicians and nurses. It needs to be a committed decision. We need
to recognize there are going to be challenges, it’s not going to be
perfect but we are doing to do it,” said Stephenson. “It takes time.
There is the monetary investment- you need to buy the functionality and then of course the change management- you must work
with the technology and make a commitment to it. The change
must be operational,” said Stephenson.
The government continues to play a major role in the progress
of these technologies, previously with billing regulations and now
with the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act which pays
providers to meaningfully use information technology. This incentive for technology to be used in clinical areas, known as
“meaningful use” is necessary in order to overcome the barriers to
adoption. Meaningful use has driven the development of HMS’
products over the past 12-18 months. They need to ensure that
their products meet the criteria for meaningful use certification
before providers can attest to meaningful use of the technology.
“It has been a waiting game but now that the certification requirements are out for vendors, our products can be certified and contain the required functionality for the customer,” said Stephenson.
HMS sees that hospitals are getting ramped up to make the change
now, particularly with the passing of the meaningful use final rule.

“The market was skeptical until the final rule was out, and deals
were delayed, but now that the regulations are in place, activity is
picking up,” said Stephenson.
From the customers perspective it can be daunting to adopt a
new health information technology system. Accordingly, another
one of HMS’ focuses is on education so that the customers know
what the requirements are and how to use the applications.
HMS works with stand alone small community hospitals and
several multi-entity hospital systems also comprised of small community hospitals. Historically this has worked well for HMS;
however, it does pose certain challenges for stand-alone hospitals
such as limited resources in terms of money and staff. “We accommodate that and work with them. For example, sometimes we will
host the network solution here (in HMS Data Center), taking care
of their backups and upgrades- managing the maintenance of it
for them,” said Stephenson.
HMS has plans to continue to grow and evolve with the industry in general and walk in stride with other industry leaders in
Nashville. Part of this growth will include involvement with the
Medical Trade Center (scheduled to open in 2013). “It’s exciting for Nashville. In general, we see it as very helpful to bring
all of the healthcare partners in an ecosystem into one location.
It is certain to attract a lot of people from systems to equipment
and services,” said Stephenson. “We are not sure what it will look
like for us yet. Potentially we would develop a model hospital to
demonstrate our operating systems, providing a walk through to
show the way our technology functions from registering a patient,
through their care until they are discharged,” said Stephenson. In
the meantime HMS will continue to successfully provide solutions for hospital workflow and attract people who are passionate
about this field that beautifully intersects two constantly evolving
industries, healthcare and technology. C

Continued from page 19
Environmental Science Corporation
Biotech
Jeff Chandler
www.envsci.com
Fedex/Fedex Institute
Technology
Kevin P. Boggs,
Interim Director Director of Tech Transfer
www.fedex.com
Firefly Logic
Technology Products and Services
Amy Henderson
www.fireflylogic.com
Focus Technology Group
Marketing/Adv/PR Services
Nick Streams
www.focustg.com
Freeborders, Inc.
Technology Products and Services
John Wagster
www.freeborders.com
GISbiz
Technology Products and Services
Babu Krishnasamy
www.gisbiz.com
GlowTouch Technologies
Technology Products and Services
Bo Borland
www.glowtouch.com
Griffin Technology
Technology Products and Services
Dave Gilbert
www.griffintechnology.com
Group Data Services
Technology Products and Services
Tim Curtis
www.groupdata.com
HCA IT&S
Healthcare
Williams, Noel
www.hcahealthcare.com
Healthcare Management Systems, Inc (HMS)
Healthcare
Stephenson, Thomas M
www.hmstn.com
HealthSpring
Healthcare
Andy Flatt
www.healthspring.com
HealthStream, Inc.
Healthcare
Jeff Doster
www.healthstream.com
Healthways
Healthcare
Scott Blanchette
www.healthways.com
Hiscall, Inc.
Technology Products and Services
Gary Luffman
www.hiscall.com
IDENTITY GROUP INC.
Manufacturing
Denny Chandler
www.identitygroup.com
Ingenix (AIM Healthcare)
Technology Products and Services
Grant Veazey
www.ingenix.com

Ingenuity Associates, LLC
Technology Products and Services
Eric Enos
www.ingenuityassociates.com

Sitemason Inc.
Technology Products and Services
Thomas Conner
www.sitemason.com

Ingram Companies
Publication
Shawn R. Everson
www.ingramcontent.com

smallbusiness.com
Social Media
Hammock, Rex
www.smallbusiness.com

Iron Solutions
eCommerce Company
Gary Meisner
www.ironsolutions.com

Snappy Auctions
eCommerce Company
Debbie Gordan
www.snappyauctions.com

JamSync
Music Industry
KK Proffitt
www.jamsync.com

Start My Song
eCommerce Company
Scott McIntosh
www.startmysong.com

Keystone Business Solutions
Technology Products and Services
Eric Jackson
wearekeystone.com

Stringfellow Technology Group, Inc.
Technology Products and Services
Edward Stringfellow
www.stringfellow.com

Kroll, Inc.
Technology Products and Services
Jared Humphrey
www.kroll.com

StudioNow
Music Industry
Corts, David
www.studionow.com

LifeWay
Media
Thom S. Rainer
www.lifeway.com

Tennessee Technology Development
Corporation (TTDC)
Non-Profit
Eric Cromwell
www.ttdc.org

Magazines.com Inc.
Retail
Bob Miller
www.magazines.com
Nissan North America, Inc.
Manufacturing
Janice Malaszenko
www.nissanusa.com
Oak Ridge National Laboratories
Education, Research, Science and Technology
Thom Mason
www.ornl.gov
Onlife Health Inc.
Healthcare
Aubrey Nicholson
www.onlifehealth.com
PAETEC
Technology Products and Services
Tom Coffey
www.paetec.com
Passport Health Communications, Inc
Healthcare
Scott McKenzie
www.passporthealth.com
PathGroup Inc.
Healthcare
Teresa Harper
pathgroup.com
PureSafety
Training
Bill Grana
www.puresafety.com
Qualifacts Systems Inc.
Healthcare
David Klements
www.qualifacts.com
Schneider Electric
Engineering Services
Michael Pyle
www.schneider-electric.com
SharePoint Solutions
Training
Pottkotter, Carl
www.sharepointsolutions.com
Sims Recycling Solutions
Technology Products and Services
Karen Darnell
www.simsrecycling.com

The Lampo Group, Inc
eCommerce Company
Dave Ramsey
www.daveramsey.com
Thomas Nelson Inc.
Media
Rick Proctor
www.thomasnelson.com
TrackIT Systems, LLC
Technology Products and Services
Todd Longeway
www.thetrackit.com
Trinisys, LLC
Technology Products and Services
David Box
www.trinisys.com
TVA
Non-Profit
Tom Kilgore
www.tva.com
Uloop
Education
Corey Cleek
www.uloop.com
UNIVERSAL LIGHTING TECH
Manufacturing
Patrick A. Sullivan,
www.unvlt.com
Universal Robotics
Technology Products and Services
David Peters
www.universalrobotics.com
Video Game Technology VGT
Video Game Technology
Doug Edwards
www.vgt.net
Webmedx
Healthcare
Cliff Whitmore
corpweb.webmedx.com
Zycron
Technology Products and Services
Darryl Freeman
www.zycron.com

MUSIC

MUSIC

The

Film
Workers
Club
MusikPitcH
Bandbox
MuzikPitch
JamSync
StartMySong
Mywerks
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For some entrepreneurs, the idea for a new company comes to
them gradually, but Scott McIntosh can tell you the moment the
idea for MusikPitch hit him. It was January 3rd 2009 and he was in
the shower. McIntosh’s passion for music and fascination with the
internet combine to create Musikpitch, a website that utilizes the
concept of crowdsourcing to connect the songwriter directly to
the music seeker with custom made music. By January 12th he had
secured seed funding from a Nashville angel investment group
and a short three and a half months later, the web based company
was launched in full. While it may appear to be smooth sailing,
McIntosh has run up against barriers to the mainstream adoption
of his model. Musikpitch goes against the traditional methods of
much of the music industry which is largely based on pre-existing
networks of musicians, supervisors, and ad agencies. However his
service, which is free for musicians to submit music, provides an
outlet for musicians who are trying to break into the industry. The
site functions through individuals or companies submitting a contest for a song that they would like to have written. Submissions
range from restaurants like Nashville’s Local Taco looking for a
jingle, a couple seeking a unique song for their wedding day, or
a production company wanting a soundtrack for a movie trailer.
The contest holder submits the specifications and lets the submissions amass. In the end, a song is selected and the artist is paid.
While the company is based in Nashville “the beauty of the web
is that any songwriter anywhere can submit a song to the contestyou can’t beat the creativity of the world,” said McIntosh. C
musikpitch.com
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ocated on music row, The Film Workers Club is a worldclass post production company on the level with New
York and L.A. The company uses state of the art technology for offline work including editing, color correction, and beauty work. The Film Workers Club initially
started as film transfer but moved into post production once they
recognized the industry need. They now have diverse group of
clients and do work ranging from commercials, material for ad
agencies, to music videos. “Nashville is a great market,” said Operations Manager Anne Popper. ”It’s
unique. It’s not all advertising or
music videos, we see a great mix.”
“We love the area and the facility,
it’s a fun, creative environment,”
said Popper. While the Nashville
office is autonomous, the company also has offices based in Dallas
and Chicago and therefore benefits from the resources in the three
cities. “We are considered a boutique- and I take that as a compliment- we are small and have those
personal relationships with clients;
however, we are big enough to
have the resources to get the job
done,” said Popper. While small,

Film Workers makes sure to keep up with the latest technology
in the industry. Right now that operation with post production
materials that work with material shot on RED camera. RED is
a high-resolution 5D camera which is current with the emerging
technology in the field for in movies, television, and music videos.
“We want to continue to grow and stay on top of the technology
as it comes out and continue to diversify our client base. Right
now we are attracting projects from across the nation- I would like
to see us have global clients as well,” said Popper. C
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GLOBAL

BNY
M
ellon
Acts Global, Thinks Local
“We are a technology company in disguise. Everything we do is
dependent on the success of our technologies,” said Don Enfinger,
Managing Director of Production Services and Technical Services
for BNY Mellon. As a corporation with a global customer base,
the company’s business operations follow the sun. It is Enfinger’s
responsibility to ensure a majority of information technology (IT)
systems are running 24/7. “Our goal is to proactively solve challenges and reactively solve incidences,” said Enfinger. Customer
satisfaction is at the top of their list and their goal is to have no
negative customer impact because of technology.
According to Enfinger, “Our Tennessee location plays an important role as one of five global monitoring locations in our global
support model.” When BNY Mellon was looking to expand in
the early 2000s, they were seeking a location in middle America
with good weather, low utilities cost, and an educated workforce.
There had to be easy transportation in and out of the region and
a good networking infrastructure. Additionally, they were looking
for an area with a low cost of living index and a good community
that would provide educational, religious, and housing opportunities for their employees. Nashville fit the bill. While the Nashville
facilities have been up and running since about 2005, the com-

Zycron

Steven Smith, CEO of Zycron, an information technology services and solutions firm headquartered in Nashville, has said publically that one of the company’s goals is to be a 100 million dollar
firm. That’s a lofty goal, but one that the company is on track to
achieve in the coming years. “At the end of 2007 we had revenue
of over 16 million, in 2008 we finished out at 19.2 million, 2009 at
21.2 million and midyear 2010 we are on track to reach 30 million
at the end of the year” , said Smith. The company is not blind to
the economic environment Smith believes has brought us to “the
epitome of Darwinian competition”. However, rather than dwell
on the challenges, Smith points to the differentiators that set Zycron apart. First is the longevity of the company. “In the IT field
a lot of big players come and go, one bad acquisition can sink a
company”, said Smith.
Darrell S. Freeman started Zycron in 1991 and the company has
been growing since. Secondly is the minority ownership. Freeman came from the projects of Chattanooga, but through hard
work and effective networking he has built a formidable company.
Next is the client structure of Zycron, particularly in Tennessee.
26

pany as a whole was established over 226 years ago and currently
employs over 4,000 IT personnel globally. The Nashville center
is continuing to grow. Presently, about 150 people in high level
operations and engineering locally staff the facilities, and 12 positions are open at any given time.
While BNY Mellon has a global reach into 36 countries, they
also maintain a local focus. They are a member and lead investor of the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce. “It is quite an
honor to serve on the Tennessee Governor’s Information Systems
Council, as well as Mayor Dean’s Information Technology Advisory Board for the City of Nashville. We feel very connected to
the technology and governmental communities in Tennessee as
a whole,” said Enfinger. As a supporter of the local technology
community, BNY Mellon regularly holds open houses for college
students and recently, part of the recruiting video for Middle Tennessee State University’s Computer Information Services Program
was filmed at the Nashville facility. In addition to college students,
BNY Mellon wants to help attract new businesses to Nashville and
offers tours of the facility for them as well as prospective clients.
Reviews of technology from industry leaders, as well as both state
and federal regulators, rank BNY Mellon’s technology ‘best in
class’ and others are held to their standard of operations. According to Enfinger, “we are a technology company in the financial
services business and are proud of our technology,”...technology
that keeps the global information technology organization operational around the clock. C

Zycron has well known clients. They manage half of Nashville
Electric’s outsourcing and are one of five domestic vendors serving FedEx. Additionally they do project management for the city
of Memphis which is a huge exercise in IT governance. While
Zycron has a strong base in Tennessee with offices in Memphis,
Chattanooga and Nashville, they are a global company that recently has expanded into Latin America and Spain. “We are staying ahead of the curve and are expanding into Latin America with
a base in Columbia. We spent a year just getting to know our
partners and how they operate their businesses, now our client
base is really starting to take hold” said Smith. Smith boils down
the company’s focus, “at the end of it our company is really about
IT governance, especially in this time when so many companies
are tightening their budgets. Companies need to make good use
of their technology. IT is a very quick way to waste money and
very quickly a company spends money five different ways to do
one thing. We apply rigorous standards to everything effecting
technology to ensure that our customers are getting the most out
of every dollar”, said Smith. With hopes to break 50 million in the
next two to three years, it will be the focus on customer needs and
the firm understanding of the company’s core competencies that
make this dynamic company’s goals possible. C
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Explosion
Apps

BioTN

The
of

creates a pipeline of students for growing the BioTech sector

So how many apps
are there really?
iPhone Store
(est) 100,000+
Google App Store
(est) 15,000+

BioTN (Bridging Innovations Originating in Tennessee)
is a non-profit organization developed in 2007 out of passions
for education and science. The goal is to unify efforts and bring
players in technology related fields together. Much of the focus is on transformational experiences that allow for experiential
learning in the sciences. “Businesses say that students with opportunities participating in the science environment have deeper
and broader skill sets, can perform critical thinking, and problem
solve positioning them nicely for the competition in the job market,” said Leslie Lynch, the executive director of BioTN. BioTN
seeks to provide these opportunities for K-12 students through
a variety of programs and internships. BioTN participates at the
Williamson County Fair with community outreach to connect
industry with families, and K-12 education through life sciences.
Some of the internships are offered with BioMimetic which give
high school students experience in clinical research and quality control. The students are able to work alongside employees

during the summer of their junior and senior year and work as
full-time employees the summer before college. Experiences like
this provide students with an open window into the field of life
sciences to see if this is a career path they would like to pursue.
It also provides the field of life sciences with scholars who have a
strong skill set as well as innovative researchers. While much of
the concentration of BioTN is on K-12 education, they also work
with people who are displaced workers from fields such as the
automobile industry and retrain them to have credentials in the
biomedical sciences. “We want to be that connection for people
and draw attention to the growing field of life sciences,” said Leslie Lynch. BioTN hopes to continue to deepen relationships in
the middle TN area and establish a National Science Foundation
certified regional center of excellence for life sciences to further
meet their goal of encouraging and enabling the growth of educational innovation, career development, and public understanding in the sciences and technology. C

Blackberry Store
(est) 10,000+
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k, that really is the question. Apps are literally changing the way we interface with our mobile devices by
the minute. There are apps to see the stars at night,
a flashlight to work on your car, a news feed (not that we need
any more information), email readers, voice search, and even a
siren. How did we live without our wonderful apps? Apps are still
a relatively new phenomenal, but one that is quickly changing the
digital landscape. At current trends, we will be consuming more of
the web via mobile devices in only 1-2 years than we are currently
viewing in front of a computer screen.
Apps are increasing our usage of mobile devices and tablets.
The average American is now spending over $100 per month on
their mobile plans that include data and voice. Where does it end?
Not sure, but it definitely looks like a trend that will last several
cycles. So join in and download a new app today.
With HP acquiring Palm and Microsoft rolling out Win7 Phone,
2011 promises to be one of the hottest years of technology since
1999. Christmas 2010 will be about the tablet. Everyone will have
one under their trees this year.

Where am I?

Location based services (LBS) are sprouting up on every corner
and why shouldn’t they. This is literally the Holy Grail for product marketing and retail outlets. Target your customers when they
28

are in your vicinity. It is very efficient and effective. So why aren’t
more retail outlets using Foursquare and GoWalla to discount and
drive traffic?
Group collaboration is not the only new thing coming to the
smartphone. The Tennessean recently interviewed several local experts and this is what they had to say. “Analysts say they believe
mobile commerce will continue to grow in the future. Dawn Iacobucci, senior associate dean of Vanderbilt University’s Owen
Graduate School of Management, said there are opportunities for
businesses to take on a new type of impulse buying through the cell
phone. For example, stores could use GPS technology on customers’ cell phones to recognize if the customers are near one of their
stores and send mobile coupons to attract them inside, she added.”

Nashville’s App Store

Locally, there are several prominent apps that are beginning to
make waves on the national stage including: Local Eats (Magellan
Press), GPS Assassins (SideHobby), and Gibson’s Learn and Master Guitar (Legacy Learning Systems).
Legacy recently was recognized in the 1st Annual Billboard
Magazine Music App Awards. The app was a partnership with
Gibson and Deepwell Software. The local community is heating
up with Firefly Logic, Deepwell, and others competing for the
Grail to launch the killer music app from Music City. C
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BIOTech

strengthens bones and the community
BioMimetic Therapeutics, based in Franklin, TN, has
several exciting new products it is bringing to the market that
will have dramatic effects on the orthopedic and sports medicine
fields. Dr. Samuel E. Lynch D.M.D., D.M.Sc, is the president and
CEO of the company that was based on his research innovation.
Dr. Lynch has journeyed with this line of research from its conceptions and guided it to the commercial market. “I saw a significant patient need for a product that enhances the healing process
both with periodontics and orthopedics,” said Dr. Lynch. The
products being developed are based upon recombinant human
platelet-derived growth factor (rhPDGF-BB) platform technology. The platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) naturally found
in the human body is released after an injury takes place to aid in
the repair of the body’s musculoskeletal system (bones as well as
muscles, cartilage, tendons, ligaments, and other connective tissues that enable our bodies to move). The synthetic protein rhPDGF-BB contributes to the body’s natural ability to heal- speeding
up the process.

The product has two primary uses: in periodontics (involving
the bones that surround and support the teeth) and orthopedics
(the rest of the body’s musculoskeletal system). The product developed by BioMimetics for the treatment of periodontal disease
was sold in 2005 and is marketed by Leuitpold Pharmaceuticals,
Inc. BioMimetic has chosen to focus on the orthopedic applications and filed with the FDA for pre-market approval for their
product Augment. They anticipate receiving approval in the middle of 2011. Parts of the applications of the product are to promote repair in rotator cuff tears and with tennis elbow. They hope
to start one of these trials by the end of the calendar year and the
other clinical trial by the middle of next year.
The company plans to continue to grow operations in middle
Tennessee and maintain the focus on new and innovative products
that continue to meet the needs of doctors and patients. “I enjoy
the potential of bringing technology to the market and addressing
the needs to surgeons and doctors who don’t currently have solutions,” said Dr. Lynch. C
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COMMUNICATIONS

The Athens
of the South

3

A community rich in education

Ethos

P

porate world working in marketing, he saw the need for business
executives to know how to deliver a presentation. “When giving
a presentation, you have an opportunity to motivate, educate,
or inform- it’s a make or break kind of moment and people often don’t take advantage of that,” said Schwertly. With the goals
of empowering people to communicate better, he started the
company on nights and weekends and within six months he had
enough clients to take the risk and quit his day job. Two months
30

T
www.ethos3.com

athos, logos, and ethos: you may remember these words
from your college speech class. If you need a quick refresher — they are the three pillars of Aristotle’s teaching on rhetoric. Translated as passion, evidence, and
credibility they serve as the inspiration for the name of Scott
Schwertly’s company and sum up what the presentation and design start-up is all about.
Schwertly graduated with a B.A. in communication and later
with an M.B.A., both from Harding University. While in the cor-

The T3 initiative is
a joint effort of the
academic and business
communities for the
purpose of collaborating
on solutions around key
challenges in the technology sector of Middle Tennessee:
student interest by increasing the number of students enrolling in technology programs; business needs in order
to provide resources; and academia/business alignment
so that graduate skills will be aligned with the business
needs. T3 continues to aid in growing the talent pool of recent graduates by providing roundtable discussions, guest
speakers, and conferences.
www.t3tech.org

after he made the leap, Schwertly entered a contest sponsored by
slideshare.net. They were looking for ‘the world’s best presentation.’ Schwertly contacted a designer friend and together they
developed a presentation that received 3rd in people choice and
2nd in the judge’s eyes. The success from this contest brought
Ethos3 an enormous amount of publicity in the presentation
world and the endorsement of Guy Kawasaki, managing director of Garage Technology Ventures and Entrepreneur Magazine
columnist. “We developed a presentation for him which opened
the door for larger companies including St.
Thomas Health Services, Google, and A&E
Television,” said Schwertly. What started out
as a one-man band focused on presentation
training has now grown into a presentation
and design firm employing 10 employees.
Ethos3 works with the client to help them
build, design, and deliver the message they
want to communicate. First, they structure
the message and develop the theme. Second, they design the presentation visually
and finally, , they help the client with public
speaking and teach them the best styles and
approaches. “I want to empower people to
capitalize on the moment and help them deliver a stunning presentation to win the new
account or get the new job. I want them to
maximize on the opportunity,” said Schwertly. Keep an eye out for Scott’s book “How to
be a Presentation God,” being released February 2011. In the mean time, Scott makes
the following communication recommendations: first, step away from the slide template and head over to a whiteboard or notebook where you can lay out your ideas and
determine the audience. Second, you do not
need to communicate everything; instead of using 20-30 points
that will overwhelm people, follow the rule of 3 that boils the
message down to three main points because that is all your audience will remember. Finally, when you have determined your
message, go back to design, but stay away from bullet points in
presentation. Instead, work with graphics that contribute to what
you are saying. According to Schwertly, “it’s about redesigning
and streamlining the message to find the story within.” C
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he Nashville area’s 21 accredited four-year and postgraduate institutions are an integral part of the economic and
cultural identity of the area. In addition, the area boasts
six community colleges and 11 vocational and technical schools.
Here is a look at two Universities and their growing contributions to technology management.

Vanderbilt University

To say that John A. Bers, Associate Professor of the Practice
interactions with government society and culture determine how
of Engineering Management Vanderbilt University, is passionate
successful the technology will be. The more radical the innovation,
about introducing students to the real world of engineering manthe harder it is for society to accommodate it. “We want our stuagement is an understatement. “The summer always feels long. I
dents to know how to navigate in the larger world of public policy.”
miss the classroom, that is where I feel like I am in my elementBers said, “I love opening up their eyes and turning their heads
with the students,” Bers said. Bers is a professor and director of the
in the direction of what is possible, I get excited and inspired by
Engineering Management program, a program of study within the
my students.”
School of Engineering at Vanderbilt University.
The Engineering Management Program is designed to expose
revecca
niversity
engineering students to the concepts and theories of the manageIn 2002, Edward Anthony (known as Dr. Ed) moved south
ment of the engineering function, the critical elements of techfrom Connecticut to Nashville to revamp the Computer Infornology development and innovation, and the implementation of
mation Science program at Trevecca University. His goal was
such ideas in manufacturing, engineering, and technology envito apply technology to business and business to technology
ronments. It is designed for students whose destination career is a
because he recognize that the University
CTO or technology entrepreneur, as well as
any leadership roles within an organization.
Turning the Tide of Technology needed a stronger program to meet the demand of the technology industry in Nash“Our role is to create a pool of talent
Austin Peay State University
10,188
ville. Eight years later, Dr. Ed’s diligence
that will lead innovation locally, regionally,
Belmont University
5,424
has lead to a thriving program with over
nationally, and even internationally,” said
Columbia State Community College 5,581
80 students and a growing institution- The
Bers. A background in engineering manageCumberland University
1,355
Trevecca Institute of Computer Informament gives students the knowledge to unFisk University
650
tion Technology (TICIT).
derstand their role in a company. If there
ITT Technical Institute
1,041
Trevecca offers two degrees with an IT
is an understanding of the strategy and the
Lipscomb University
3,413
component
and its complement, a Bachelors
company’s core competencies then there is
Middle TN State University
25,188
of
Science
of
IT with a smaller business coma better idea of the company’s direction and
Murray State University
10,071
ponent.
Within
each degree, the program
the individual’s role.
Nashville State Community College 8,869
offers
specialties,
BA- IT, ecommerce, digital
While John is enthusiastic about any
Tennessee State University
8,824
multimedia,
BS-web
development, graphic
course he instructs, his favorite are the
Tennessee Technological University 10,847
design,
and
specialized
computing- where
classes with ‘live client projects.’ These
Trevecca Nazarene University
2,476
the
student
can
choose
their
own specialty
classes give undergraduate students the opVanderbilt University
12,506
such
as
programming
or
networking.
portunity to work with real companies who
Volunteer State
8,430
In addition to the traditional four year
sponsor student team projects. The live
program, the University offers an accelerclient classes have focused on the pool of
ated 17 month degree completion program for a Bachelors of Scitechnology in Nashville, namely healthcare IT and digital media.
ence Computer Information Technology. This is geared toward
“The experience the students get in these fields prepares them to
students who are already in the workforce, but never completed
fill positions in our local vertical industry sectors. At the same
their degree.
time, Vanderbilt is feeding the industry sectors with young, enerIn the Spring of 2011, the Institute will be launching an Masters
getic, and hardworking talent. So far, the technology community
of Business Administration in IT.
has been very open and receptive to sponsor team projects.”
Partnering with the Nashville community and equipping stuFuture of the Program: “We want to continue to evolve the prodents to excel in industry is Dr. Ed’s goal. “We continue to look
gram toward being a training ground for innovation leaders-equipfor feedback both from our students and the business commuping them with both the skills and understanding needed in their
nity to see how our programs can best meets their needs,” said
technology field of choice.” Bers also hopes to place more emphasis
Dr. Ed Anthony. C
on technology public policy. Technology is never isolated and its

T
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TECH TITANS

Our programming is made possible by
the generous support of our sponsors:

TECH DIAMOND

TECH TITANS

TECH UNDERWRITERS

TECH PATRONS

To learn how your company can support the Nashville Technology Council,
visit our website at www.technologycouncil.com.

Members of

the Nashville

Technology Council
Absolute Software
AccuImage LLC
Accuvant
Acxiom Direct, LLC
Advanced Network Solutions
Advocat Inc
Aegis Health Group, Inc.
Aegis Sciences Corporation
AGCO Corporation
Agile Ticketing Solutions
Airnet Group Inc./Smartech
Allied InfoSecurity
Alltech, Inc.
American Fiber Systems, Inc.
The Analytics Group
Andrew W. Byrd & Co., LLC
Apex Systems, Inc.
Applied Information Management Institute
Ardent Health Services
ARTE’ Center
Asurion
AT&T
Athena: The Training Professionals
Atiba Software LLC
AttendStar
Austin Peay State University
Avankia
Avaya
Axis Accounting Systems, Inc.
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell &
Berkowitz P.C
Barge Waggoner Sumner and Cannon, Inc.
Bass, Berry & Sims, PLC
BB&T - Cooper Love Jackson Thornton &
Harwell
Beach List Direct, Inc.
Belmont University
Benefit Communications Inc.
bizooki
Blue Coat Systems
BOHAN Advertising | Marketing
Bondware Inc.
Boson Software, LLC
Bottom Line Consortium, LLC
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
Brandon Technology Consulting, Inc.
Breach Security, Inc.
Bridgestone/Firestone Inc.
Broadcast Data Systems
Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI)
Brocade Communication Systems Inc.
Brooksource
bytes of knowledge
C3 Consulting LLC
C7 Technologies
Cadre Information Security
Camara & Sibley LLP
Capgemini
Cardona Management
Carlisle & Gallagher Consulting Group
Celera Group

Center for Information Technology
Education of TN
CenterPoint Services
CentreSource Inc.
CFO2Biz
Christian Sperka Consulting
Ciber Inc.
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Claritas Capital
Cleartrack Information Network
Cohesion Arts
Comcast Business Services
ComFrame Software Corp.
Community Health Systems
Compass Executives, LLC
Computer Associates
Computer Professionals, Inc.
Compuware Corporation
Comsys
Concept Technology, Inc.
Conduit Corporation
Conexess
Connected Tennessee
Consensus Point
Cook Systems International
Core Business Technology Solutions
Correct Care Solutions
Costello, Flairty, and Associates
Consulting, LLC
CPR
Creekmore Consulting
CSI Tech
Cumberland Consulting Group, LLC
Cybera Inc.
D1 Technologies, LLC
Dalco
Dalcon Communication Systems, Inc.
Data Mountain LLC
Decision Source, Inc.
Dell Computer Corporation
Deloitte
Dewpoint, Inc.
digiChart, Inc.
Digital Crossing Networks
Digital Nashville
Digital Reasoning Systems
Direct Administration Inc.
DSi, Document Solutions, Inc.
Dynamic Edge
edo Interactive, Inc.
Education Networks of America
Elite Insurance Solutions
ElusiveMind
Emdeon
eMids Technologies
Emma, Inc.
EnfoPoint, LLC
Entrada
Environmental Science Corporation
Ernst & Young, LLP
E|SPACES
eTransX

ExactTarget
FDH Consulting
Fident, LLC
Filedby
Firefly Logic
FishNet Security
Flat Earth Networking, Inc.
FLIP
Freeborders, Inc.
Fresenius Medical Care Network Engineering
Gideon Technologies
GISbiz
Globus Solutions, LLC
GlowTouch Technologies
Go To Telecom, LLC
Goodwill Industries of Middle Tennessee
Griffin Technology
Group Data Services
Gubbins Light & Power Company, LLC
Hammock, Inc.
HCA
Healthcare Management Systems, Inc
Healthcare Productivity Automation
HealthSpring
HealthStream, Inc.
Healthways
Herring Telecom
Hiscall, Inc.
Holland Square Group
Hot Topic Inc.
HP Enterprise Services
Hughes-Kessler Consulting
The Human Capital Group, Inc.
IASIS Healthcare
IBM
ICG Link, Inc.
iFocus Innovations
Imperva
Infinidigm
Information Builders/iWay Software
InfoSystems, Inc.
InfoWorks, Inc.
Ingenuity Associates, LLC
Ingram Digital
Ingram Entertainment Inc.
Ingram Lightning Group
Insight Global, Inc
Intel Corporation
Ion IT Group, Inc.
Iron Mountain
Iron Solutions
IT Solutions by Design, Inc.
IT Xpress
ITAC Solutions
ITT Technical Institute
J&H Consulting
JamSync
Jarrard, Cate, Phillips & Hancock, Inc.
JGQ Consulting
Joe Breeden & Associates
Joe Storey

Johnston Technologies
JourneyTEAM –Micro Tech
Juniper Networks
JW Partners
Keystone Business Solutions
KPMG LLP
Kraft Analytics, LLC
Kraft Technology Group, Inc.
Kyzen Corporation
Lanyards GoLightly
Lattimore, Black, Morgan & Cain, P.C.
Lee Technologies
LetterLogic, Inc.
Level 3 Communications
Lipscomb University
Loan Alliance INC
LPS Integration Inc.
LRW Product Design
Mach 5 IT Consulting
Magazines.com Inc.
Mainline Information Systems
MainNerve, Inc.
Majestic Systems Integration Co.
MDE Enterprises
MEDIASERVE LLC
Mediate IT
Meridian Leasing
Metro Govt of Nashville/
Davidson Cty IT Services
Metro Govt. Justice Integration Services
Metro Public Schools
Information Technology
Metropolitan Nashville Airport Authority
Microsoft Corporation
Middle Tennessee State University
Mike Collins & Associates
Monarch Information Networks
Mone-clips, Inc.
Murray State University - Center for T S M
Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce
Nashville Business Journal
Nashville Career Advancement Center
Nashville Electric Service
Nashville Health Care Council
Nashville State Community College
NationLink Wireless
NetAlliant Technologies
NetCentral, Inc
NetEffect Services
NetIQ
NetScout Systems, Inc.
Network Services Group, Inc.
Network Solutions Group, LLC
New Age Technologies
New Century Technology
NexTime, Inc.
The Nexus Group
NIC, Inc.
Nissan North America, Inc.
North Highland Company
Northwestern Mutual Wealth Management
Company
Novacopy
Oasis Resources

Onlife Health Inc.
Onora Group
Optimum Solutions, Inc.
Optimum Technology Solutions, Inc.
Oracle
Original Software, Inc.
OtterBase
Outlaw Technologies
PAETEC
Paramore | Redd
Parental Health, LLC
PathGroup Inc.
Peak 10
Permanent General Companies, Inc
Pinnacle Financial Partners
Plugged In, Inc.
PointClear Solutions
Premise Health
Press Ganey Associates, Inc.
Prince Market Research, Inc.
Prism Technologies, LLC
Prosoft
Psychiatric Solutions Inc.
PureSafety
Qualifacts Systems Inc.
Qualys, Inc.
Quilogy
Qwest Communications
R.J. Young
Realm3 Web Applications
Resource Communications Group, LLC
Rezult
Richards & Richards
Robert Half Management Resources
Rock House Partners
Rogers Group, Inc.
RPF Consulting Services
Rutherford County Government
Sandler Training
Santa Rosa Consulting
SBR, Inc
Schneider Electric
Second Harvest Food Bank of Middle TN
SEI
SESAC
SHI, Inc
Simplex Diabetic Supply
Sims Recycling Solutions
Sirius Computer Solutions
Sitemason Inc.
Smartvue Corporation
Smith Seckman Reid, Inc.
Snappy Auctions
Softchoice
SoftwareONE
SoldiersRegistry.com
Solidus
Sourcefire
Sprint
State of Tennessee
State of TN, Department of Finance
and Administration
Stringfellow Technology Group, Inc.
Sublime Computer Services

Sungard Availability Services
SwitchDesk
Sword & Shield Enterprise Security, Inc.
Symantec Corporation
Synproma
Sysgenix Resources
SYS-LOGIC Technology Solutions
Systems Solutions Technologies, LLC
Take Care Health Systems
Tanner Corporate Services
Technical Innovation
Technology Access Center
TechRP
Teknetex
TEKsystems Inc.
Tennessee Biotechnology Association
Tennessee Cable
Telecommunications Association
Tennessee State University
Tennessee Technology
Development Corporation
TeraMedica Healthcare Technology
The Kelso Group
The Lampo Group, Inc
The Outset Group
Thomas Nelson Inc.
TITAN Technology Partners, Limited
Tractor Supply Company
Trevecca Nazarene University
Trinisys, LLC
Tuned In Broadcasting
TW Telecom
United Methodist Communications
UST Global
Vaco LLC
Vanderbilt University Owen Graduate School
Vanderbilt University School of Engineering
Vanick Group LLC
Verdasys
VeriStor Systems
Verizon Wireless
Vertek Solutions Inc.
Video Game Technology VGT
Vigilar, Inc.
Vision Consulting, LLC
Volunteer State Community College
W Squared
Waddey & Patterson, P.C.
Walick-Kemp & Associates
Williamson County Economic
Development Council
Windstream Communications
Women in Technology of TN
Wood Personnel
WPC Services
Xerox Corporation
XMi Commercial Real Estate
XMi Technology
XO Communications, Inc.
Xyzzy Press
Zoom International
Zortec International
Zycron

E-Discovery:

Speed and Volume
Challenge
wo opposing forces are squeezing law firms involved in
corporate litigation today – volume and speed.
On one side, widespread use of communications techIndustry
nology – especially email – is exponentially increasing the amount

T

of documents that must be reviewed in corporate lawsuits. On the
other side, law firms are being challenged to review millions of
pages of documents in less time than they formerly had to review
thousands of pages.
This incredible leap in speed is made possible by the expanding
capabilities of e-discovery software – and just as importantly – by
the willingness of e-discovery firms to do “whatever it takes” to
meet seemingly impossible deadlines.
Document Solutions, Inc. (DSi) and Deloitte are two firms focusing on e-discovery in Nashville.
“We’re finding that speed often becomes a negotiating tactic
between opposing counsel,” said DSi Principal Kevin Tyner. “One
law firm might say to the other, ‘If you can collect, process, and
produce several million pages of documents and get them to us
by next Tuesday, then we’ll agree to your accelerated timeline.’ If
the law firm challenged is able to meet the challenge, they gain
a significant advantage – and that’s where we come in. Our job is
36
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to accept the ‘Mission Impossible’ and succeed, which we do
quite frequently.”
Playing at this level – which is what is required when you
serve Fortune 100 corporations and their law firms, as DSi does
– requires more than the latest technology, which DSI has. It
also requires an unrelenting commitment to customer service:
the willingness to take on and successfully complete impossible missions by using its industry knowledge and experience
to create customized processes to meet the specific needs of
the matter at hand.
“Discovery is a complex issue for companies engaged in a
lawsuit or investigation. In today’s global business environment, multi-national companies may need to collect and process data on servers, hard drives, and devices throughout the
world for just one discovery request,” said Frank Piantidosi,
Chairman and CEO of Deloitte Financial Advisory Services
LLP (Deloitte FAS).
Operating 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, the Deloitte
Electronic Discovery Solutions Center, located in Nashville,
TN, was designed as a scalable facility to satisfy high-volume
processing requirements and to quickly expand capabilities to
meet future demands. A team of professionals including former
government prosecutors, intelligence community members,
computer science and forensic specialists, and high-tech engineers use their vast experience and some of the industry’s most
advanced software to collect, process, and sift through data to
identify files including PDFs, Microsoft Office documents, instant message logs, smartphone logs, and even voice and video
files that are instrumental in supporting client cases. C

green

Nissan North America, Inc. (NNA) announced earlier this year the start of order specification for
the 2011 model year Nissan LEAF - the industry’s first 100-percent electric car for the mass market
- for those customers who have placed a reservation online. To date, 20,000 people have already
reserved a LEAF - a number that has exceeded Nissan’s expectations.

Wind Purchases
The Tennessee Valley Authority is adding 1,380 megawatts of wind energy to its
renewable portfolio. A total of six contracts will provide enough energy to serve
about 350,000 average size homes in the TVA service area.

Professional Development • Networking • Economic
Development • Technology Nashville • Tech Titans • Sprint
Membership Roundtables • T3 • Naked Hospital • Golf
Tech Underwriters • Holiday Party • Tech Patrons
Universities • HIT • Workforce • Downtown WiFi
Mobile • Membership Breakfast • Ballmer • InfoSec
Tech Diamond • Microsoft • Board of Directors • Jobs
CHS • Contingency Planning Symposium • Healthways • C3
Comframe • HP • Baker Donelson • Comcast • CBTS
Ciber • Bradly Arant Boult Cummings • HCA • Deloitte
Emdeon • Core BTS • Dell • Emids • HMS
HealthSpring • IBM • Teknetex • XO • Zycron • Peak 10
Join us in our mission to help Middle Tennessee succeed today by
calling 615.873.1284 or email sales@technologycouncil.com.

